


ABOUT GAMEART 
GameArt is an independent online casino software 
provider and developer, providing innovative games 
and cutting-edge solutions dedicated to online and 
land-based gaming operators. GameArt’s core business 
is the development of high-quality HTML5 slot games 
and gaming content for both online and land-based 
casino operators in regulated markets. 

Our top-quality games are the result of a creative team 
that’s driven by the freedom to explore and develop new 
ideas, and most importantly to turn them into reality. 



OUR PRODUCTS 

           SLOT GAMES 
Releasing at least one new game per month, we pride 
ourselves on creating innovative, attention-grabbing 
games while maintaining a high standard of quality.

Our games are adaptable for any market, are 
compatible with various devices (desktop, tablets, and 
smartphones), and require very minimal loading time.

MULTI-GAME SLOT MACHINES & 
ELECTRONIC ROULETTE
GameArt’s TRON-E and ARGO multi-game machines 
offer the perfect solution for any land-based casino or 
gaming environment as operators can easily configure 
their machines with a choice of GameArt’s high-quality 
slots from our growing portfolio of more than 100 
games. 

The automated electronic Roulette powered by 
GameArt is a brand-new product developed by Tronius 
and incorporates enhanced technology, eye-catching 
design, and carefully selected materials.
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Animal madness is on the rise as the famous Money 
Farm chicken returns in a Megaways™ version with 
117,649 ways to win. Money Farm Megaways™ is a 6x6 
slot matrix with an added reel that spins horizontally 
at the top of the slot. The animals rule the roost here, 
but don’t let that stop you from getting a hold of that 
precious golden egg to unlock great rewards.

HIGHLIGHTS

› 117,649 Megaways™ to win
› Win Mill feature
› Mystery Reveal symbol
› 4+ Scatters award Free Spins with Multipliers

 

 

TOP



HIGHLIGHTS

› 117,649 potential Megaways™ to win 
› 3+ Treasure chests trigger Free Spins with unlimited multiplier  
› Gamble feature with chance to double or loose Free spins 
›  Sail Away feature removes all low paying symbols from the screen 

› Pirate Respins: 3 Respins with increasing Megaways™ 

› Ocean Battle: Sink the enemy ship to win huge multipliers x total bet

Embark on this thrilling sea adventure and join the 
ruthless pirates as they search for the greatest 
pearl of the South Sea in this second Megaways™ 
game from GameArt.

TOP



HIGHLIGHTS

› 3, 4, or 5 mustang coin Scatters trigger 8, 15, or 20 
   Free Spins respectively
› Cactus Wilds appearing on reels 2,3, or 4, multiply total 
   win of that spin by 2x or 3x 
› During Free Spins, landing 2, 3, 4, or 5 Scatters triggers an additional
   5, additional 5, 8, 15, or 20 Free Spins  

Saddle up and keep your shotgun loaded because 
it’s time to head out west and blaze your own 
trail with Buffalo Sunset, from GameArt. Spin the 
five reels as you roam the vast plains and deserts 
beyond the edge of civilisation, where herds of 
mighty bison graze and prairie dogs scurry and 
climb into the foothills where the hungry mountain 
lions and wolves prowl.

TOP



HIGHLIGHTS

› 117,649 potential Megaways™
› Win up to 30,000x your bet 
› Mystery features, including Free Spin Mystery Cubes
› Mystery Double, Mystery Collect and Mystery Multipliers up to 100x
› RTP: 96.15%

Embark on a journey into a world of dark magic to 
achieve immortality as you meet Magician Rosh, 
beautiful princesses, fearsome dwarfs, vicious 
orcs, and unholy abominations.

TOP



HIGHLIGHTS

› 25 Bet Lines  
› Retriggered Free Spin 
› Cascading Symbols  
› Multipliers  

› Stacked Wild Re-spins  
› Stacked Wild Nudges 
› RTP: 96.08%

Journey  back  through  the  sands  of  time  to  the  
banks  of  the  mighty  Nile  during  ancient  Egypt’s  
18th  Dynasty.  Join  the  beautiful  Queen  Nefertiti  as 
she battles to rid the land of the gods of old and unite 
her people under the one true Sun god.

TOP



HIGHLIGHTS

› Golden Book of Secrets Scatter Wild symbol
› Expanding Mystery Symbol
› 3+ Scatter symbols award 10 Free Spins
› Free Spin Retriggers
› Buy Bonus
› Gamble Feature

Meet the intrepid explorers, Mr Johns and the 
wild and beautiful Professor Lola, in this Egyptian 
adventure slot from GameArt. Join them as they go 
in search of the Golden Egyptian Ankh and Eye of 
Horus, and the much sought-after Golden Book of 
Secrets.
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GAMEART TEAM 

GameArt is equipped with professional teams, from sales and 
customer support to dedicated account managers. 

We operate from offices in Slovenia and Malta.



GameArt Limited
4th Floor, Kingsway Palace, Republic Street, Valletta, Malta
T: +386 590 358 01  |  F: +386 590 358 02

General Queries: info@gameart.net
Sales and Commercial Queries: sales@gameart.net www.gameart.net


